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1 F

2 Forensic Science and Miscarriages of
3 Justice

4 Simon A. Cole

5 Department of Criminology, Law & Society,

6 University of California, Irvine, CA, USA

7 Synonyms

8 Criminalistics; Wrongful convictions

9 Overview

10 The relationship between forensic science and

11 miscarriages of justice is complex and paradoxi-

12 cal. Miscarriages of justice are, in a sense, funda-

13 mentally unknowable. Forensic science, in the

14 form of postconviction DNA testing, is the data

15 source of much of the little we do know – and

16 much of what we feel we know most securely –

17 about miscarriages of justice. At the same time,

18 forensic science has emerged from those very

19 data as a significant contributor to miscarriages

20 of justice.

21 Conceptual Framework

22 “Forensic science” is a broad term encompassing

23 a variety of different techniques for using physi-

24 cal evidence in the investigation of crime. Foren-

25 sic techniques include document examination,

26toxicology, pathology, drug analysis, print anal-

27ysis, impression evidence, hair, fibers, paint,

28glass, soil, entomology, arson and explosives,

29gunshot residue, materials analysis, “jigsaw”

30physical fit matching, ballistics, blood spatter,

31crime scene reconstruction, computer forensics,

32serology, and DNA profiling.

33“Miscarriages of justice” is an ambiguous

34term, more commonly used in the UK than else-

35where, that “can be defined in many different

36ways and nearly in whatever way one wishes”

37(Nobles and Schiff 2000). For scholars who con-

38strue the term broadly, a miscarriage of justice is

39any legal outcome in which the result is not just.

40Thus it may include both the conviction of factu-

41ally (or “actually”) innocent persons (“wrongful

42conviction”) and the acquittal of factually guilty

43persons (“wrongful acquittals”). It may also

44include the conviction of legally, though not fac-

45tually, innocent persons, those whom the state

46was not able to prove guilty to the appropriate

47legal standard. Arguably, it may also include

48much broader categories of injustice, such as

49excessive or insufficient punishments, unfair pro-

50cedures, or unjust outcomes of nontrial proce-

51dures: pretrial detentions, plea bargains, failures

52to prosecute, dropped charges, closed investiga-

53tions, and so on. In this sense, “miscarriage of

54justice” is a broader category than “wrongful

55convictions,” a term with which it is often used

56almost interchangeably (Huff and Killias 2008).

57These ambiguities have inspired some commen-

58tators to propose alternative conceptual terminol-

59ogy such as “errors of justice,” “false
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60 convictions,” “actual innocence convictions,”

61 “unlawful convictions,” and “truly innocent per-

62 sons,” none of which has really caught on. This

63 entry primarily employs the generic term “mis-

64 carriages of justice,” while occasionally referring

65 to “wrongful conviction” or “wrongful acquittal”

66 to designate particular types of miscarriage.

67 “Wrongful convictions” include at least three

68 categories of cases: the conviction of the factu-

69 ally innocent, the conviction of the factually

70 guilty but legally innocent, and the conviction

71 of the factually guilty through procedures tainted

72 by judicial error (Risinger 2007). Factual inno-

73 cence (one did not commit the crime) is not the

74 same as legal innocence (the state has not proved

75 one guilty by the appropriate legal standard),

76 though they are often conflated by the public

77 (Nobles and Schiff 2000). The legal terms

78 “convicted” and “acquitted” are not necessarily

79 coterminous with the commonsense terms

80 “guilty” and “innocent,” and a trial, strictly

81 speaking, is not concerned with determining

82 “innocence,” though its determinations do often

83 come to be equated with innocence, or the lack of

84 it, socially. For scholars with a narrower, legalis-

85 tic definition of “miscarriages of justice,” the

86 procedurally tainted conviction of a factually

87 guilty person would be a miscarriage of justice,

88 but not a “wrongful conviction” (Naughton

89 2007). Most miscarriages of justice scholars,

90 however, are primarily concerned with the con-

91 viction of the factually innocent.

92 A further complication is how to define “fac-

93 tual innocence.” One approach is to rely on the

94 courts, possibly supplemented by the findings of

95 official inquiries or commissions, leading to the

96 rather unsatisfying position that “miscarriages of

97 justice are whatever appellate courts say they

98 are” (Edmond 2002). The position is unsatisfying

99 because courts are stingy about bestowing legal

100 exoneration upon appellants, and many individ-

101 uals claiming factual innocence are released from

102 prison under procedural rulings, diversion from

103 formal prosecution, or even guilty pleas – thus,

104 without official findings of innocence. Another

105 approach, then, is for external observers to try to

106 make objective determinations of factual inno-

107 cence. Inevitably, however, such determinations

108will be open to dispute by other observers. On

109very rare occasions, extra-legal events may pro-

110vide strong epistemic authority for labeling

111something a “wrongful conviction,” the classic

112example being the unexpected reappearance,

113alive and well, of a supposed homicide victim.

114If we focus on the conviction of the factually

115innocent, a miscarriage of justice is the worst

116possible outcome of a legal procedure, producing

117the exact opposite of what it was intended and

118expected to yield: the awesome power of the state

119to punish has been deployed against a person

120undeserving of that punishment. In cases in

121which a crime undoubtedly occurred, the wrong-

122ful conviction is often accompanied by

123a collateral miscarriage of justice: the failure to

124punish the true perpetrator. Further adverse side-

125effects may include damage to the legitimacy of

126the courts and other criminal justice institutions.

127Because such outcomes are so manifestly unjust,

128they have often captured public attention. Such

129attention always operates on both a personal and

130a systemic level. In other words, miscarriages of

131justice are perceived as personal tragedies, but

132they are also generally perceived as symbolic of

133justice system failures (Nobles and Schiff 2000).

134As an empirical topic, miscarriages of justice

135are notoriously difficult to investigate. Scholars,

136criminal justice system actors, and policymakers

137would especially like answers to two empirical

138questions about miscarriages of justice: (1) Prev-

139alence: How frequent are they? (2) Causation:

140What proportion of blame for their occurrence

141should be assigned to what causes? Unfortu-

142nately, satisfying answers to these questions

143have been impeded by methodological stumbling

144blocks, of which two are paramount. First, mis-

145carriages of justice are in a fundamental sense

146unknowable events since, by definition, they are

147events in which our primary determinant of truth,

148the criminal justice system, has produced false-

149hood and labeled it truth (Simon quoted in Gould

150and Leo 2010). As Gross (2008) notes, “We can’t

151study an event if we can’t tell when it happens.

152This is a severe problem for false convictions

153since, by definition, we don’t know when they

154occur.” What we can study, instead, is a small

155number of miscarriages of justice that have been

F 2 Forensic Science and Miscarriages of Justice
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156 exposed – been made known to the

157 public. However, everything we know about

158 exposure suggests that exposure is a fortuitous,

159 rather than a systematic, process. Therefore, we

160 do not know the proportional relationship

161 between exposed and actual miscarriages of jus-

162 tice. A second major methodological headache is

163 that the mechanisms typically exposing miscar-

164 riages apply to actual cases in a skewed, rather

165 than a representative, fashion. Known miscar-

166 riages are skewed toward those serious crimes

167 which attract the greatest legal, media, and public

168 attention. Serious crimes, carrying longer prison

169 sentences, present more time, as well as greater

170 incentives, for the parties to pursue every avenue

171 of redress. The most powerful exposure mecha-

172 nism of all, post-conviction DNA profiling, is

173 skewed toward a specific set of convictions, pri-

174 marily rape-murders, that occurred during

175 a specific historical period, disproportionately

176 based on specific types of evidence (Gross

177 2008; Schiffer 2009; Simon quoted in Gould

178 and Leo 2010; Natapoff 2012). It may be possible

179 to make empirical generalizations about that set

180 of cases, but whether and how to extrapolate from

181 that data set to all relevant cases remains

182 a contentious matter of judgment (Risinger

183 2007).

184 What, then, might these two phenomena,

185 “forensic science” and “miscarriages of justice,”

186 have to do with one another? Forensic science is

187 used as evidence in criminal prosecutions, and, as

188 such, it may contribute to wrongful convictions.

189 It may do so by erroneously implicating an inno-

190 cent suspect, for a variety of reasons. Or, it may

191 do so by failing to exculpate an innocent suspect.

192 At the same time, forensic science may also be

193 responsible for averting wrongful convictions by

194 exculpating, or failing to implicate, innocent sus-

195 pects when they fall under suspicion. Likewise

196 forensic science might contribute to wrongful

197 acquittals by failing to implicate, or even excul-

198 pating, a guilty suspect. Or, it may avert wrongful

199 acquittals by implicating guilty suspects. Figure 1

200 summarizes these possibilities schematically by

201 conceptualizing forensic science as an “indepen-

202 dent check” on police investigators’ theory of the

203 crime. Of course, as noted above, “forensic

204science” is a general term encompassing

205a variety of techniques; the performance of dif-

206ferent techniques in this scheme may well vary

207greatly.

208Historical Relationship Between
209Forensic Science and Miscarriages of
210Justice

211Historically, forensic science and miscarriages of

212justice were rarely discussed in concert. Certainly

213forensic science has been cited as a contributor to

214miscarriages of justice since as long ago as the

215Dreyfus case. But, until recently forensic science

216has tended to take a back seat in discussions of

217miscarriages of justice, compared to other issues

218like eyewitness identification, perjury, official

219misconduct, and interrogation practices (Roberts

220and Willmore 1993). Although the earliest US

221study of miscarriages of justice mentioned “[t]

222he unreliability of so-called ‘expert’ evidence” as

223a contributor to wrongful convictions (Borchard

2241942), most of the early American studies which

225attempted to systematically identify causes of

226wrongful conviction discussed eyewitness iden-

227tification, false confessions, police and prosecu-

228torial misconduct, bad lawyering, race, failures of

229the discovery process, and public pressure for

230a conviction, but made scant mention of forensic

231science. Radelet et al. (1992) was a notable

232exception, discussing the use of misrepresented

233serology and hair evidence to leverage false con-

234fessions and misleading medical examiner testi-

235mony. As Schiffer and Champod (2008)

236observed, “forensic science (to convict and to

237exonerate) is underrepresented and often wrongly

238understood in research concerning wrongful

239convictions.”

240This disjunction between forensic science and

241miscarriages of justice made intuitive sense

242because the characteristics popularly associated

243with “science” would seem to be the antitheses of

244the characteristics of miscarriages of justice.

245Miscarriages of justice were thought to be caused

246by unclear, misguided, or fallacious reasoning,

247but science is supposed to embody clear, logical

248reasoning from valid, empirically demonstrable

Forensic Science and Miscarriages of Justice 3 F
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249 premises. Miscarriages of justice were thought to

250 be caused by unjustified biases against people of

251 certain races or classes, against persons with prior

252 criminal records, or even simply against the

253 police’s preferred suspect, but science is sup-

254 posed to be objective and free of bias. Miscar-

255 riages of justice were supposed to be caused by

256 deceitful and otherwise unreliable information

257 from witnesses, informants, co-conspirators, and

258 the like, but science, goes the truism, “never lies.”

259 Miscarriages of justice were supposed to be

260 caused by evidence that was less reliable than it

261 appeared, like eyewitness identification evi-

262 dence, but the very notion of science is associ-

263 ated, in the popular imagination, with high

264 reliability, indeed often with certainty. For these

265 reasons the notion that forensic science might

266 contribute to miscarriages of justice is often

267 treated as ironic because of the popular associa-

268 tion of science with notions of “truth” and “cer-

269 tainty.” Of course, any sober assessment should

270 clearly understand that forensic techniques, like

271 any other detection system, should be expected to

272 yield errors – both “type I” and “type II” – at

273 some rate (see Fig. 1). And yet, much discourse

274 surrounding forensic science invokes popular ste-

275 reotypes of science as “certain” in a way that

276 other evidence is not.

277 The Rise of Forensic Miscarriages of
278 Justice

279 The discourse on forensic science and miscar-

280 riages of justice changed dramatically during

281 the 1990s. In large part this was due to the devel-

282 opment of forensic DNA profiling in the mid-

283 1980s, as will be discussed further below. How-

284 ever, even without DNA profiling, enough dra-

285 matic miscarriages of justice were exposed

286 during the 1990s to generate a sense of

287 a miscarriage of justice “crisis” (Nobles and

288 Schiff 2000). In the UK, for example, this “crisis”

289 was prompted by alleged miscarriages of justice

290 in a series of Irish Republic Army (IRA) bombing

291 cases, including the 1970s convictions of the

292 “Guildford Four,” “Birmingham Six,” and

293 “Maguire Seven,” some of which involved

294explosive residue evidence (Nobles and Schiff

2952000). Two official inquiries prompted by these

296cases highlighted the role of forensic science in

297miscarriages of justice. The 1993 Runciman

298Report of the Royal Commission on Criminal

299Justice discussed a number of issues concerning

300forensic science, including failure to adhere to

301objectivity and impartiality, problems with inter-

302pretation of evidence, failure to communicate

303findings clearly, inequalities between defense

304and prosecution resources, defense access to sam-

305ples, pro-prosecution bias, expert shopping, qual-

306ity control issues, and the low accuracy of the

307residue detection techniques themselves

308(Edmond 2002). In 1994, the “May Inquiry”

309discussed the role of forensic science in the

310Guildford Four and Maguire Seven cases. The

311May Inquiry primarily blamed individual foren-

312sic scientists for the failings of forensic science

313(Edmond 2002). It has been observed that these

314cases could only be construed as miscarriages of

315justice by placing the same sort of faith in the

316exonerating scientific analyses that was – now,

317supposedly erroneously – initially placed in the

318incriminating forensic analyses (Edmond 2002).

319While these cases forged a connection between

320forensic science and miscarriages of justice, the

321most dramatic role in drawing attention to mis-

322carriages of justice, especially in the US, came to

323be played by forensic DNA profiling.

324Forensic DNA Profiling

325The earliest use of forensic DNA profiling, in the

326investigation of two rape-murders in the English

327village of Narborough for which Colin Pitchfork

328was eventually convicted, arguably helped avert

329a miscarriage of justice in that the DNA evidence

330exonerated an individual who had emerged as the

331prime suspect and falsely confessed. Post-

332conviction DNA testing has exposed hundreds

333of miscarriages of justice in the US, beginning

334with the cases of David Vasquez, and then Gary

335Dotson, in 1989. These were both rape-murder

336cases in which physical evidence (hair and

337semen, respectively) presumed to derive from

338the assailants was recovered and implicated the

F 4 Forensic Science and Miscarriages of Justice
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339 defendants. However, post-conviction forensic

340 DNA profiling on biological samples presumed

341 to derive from the assailants excluded the

342 convicted individuals. Because the prosecution

343 theories of the crimes required that the defen-

344 dants be the source of the samples, the two con-

345 victs were exonerated and released. Realizing the

346 potential of post-conviction DNA testing to

347 expose miscarriages of justice, the American

348 attorneys Peter Neufeld and Barry Scheck

349 founded the Innocence Project at Cardozo Law

350 School in 1992 as a legal clinic dedicated to such

351 testing. Over the next two decades, the Innocence

352 Project and other independent efforts exposed

353 more than 300 wrongful convictions in the US

354 through post-conviction DNA testing. This set of

355 wrongful convictions has taken on a significance

356 beyond the parties involved in the cases them-

357 selves. These high-profile exonerations have

358 drawn attention to the issue of miscarriages of

359 justice, to flaws in the American justice system,

360 and to capital punishment. In part, their signifi-

361 cance derives from their ability to be packaged

362 and conceptualized as a “data set,” and dissemi-

363 nated through reports, books, and the Innocence

364 Project’s website. In addition, however, their sig-

365 nificance derives from their ability to achieve

366 supposed “scientific certainty” or “epistemologi-

367 cal closure” (Aronson and Cole 2009). Alleged

368 miscarriages of justice exposed through post-

369 conviction DNA testing were less vulnerable to

370 the sort of definitional disputes over whether

371 alleged miscarriages of justice should be charac-

372 terized as miscarriages of justice at all that had

373 dogged previous scholarly analyses of miscar-

374 riages of justice. While some post-conviction

375 DNA exonerations may be challenged, even the

376 most determined innocence skeptics concede that

377 the vast majority of post-conviction exonerations

378 constitute genuine miscarriages of justice.

379 Post-conviction DNA exoneration has largely

380 been an American phenomenon; other countries

381 have not reported a proportionate spate of post-

382 conviction DNA exonerations. Exposure of mis-

383 carriages in general seems to occur most fre-

384 quently in the US and more often in the

385 common law countries than in continental Europe

386 (Schiffer 2009). However, it is unclear whether

387this difference represents a less frequent occur-
388rence of miscarriages of justice because of dif-

389ferent procedural safeguards and legal cultures or

390a less frequent exposure of miscarriages of justice

391perhaps because of less favorable policies on the

392retention of evidence or post conviction review

393(Huff and Killias 2008).

394Forensic Science as Cause of
395Miscarriages of Justice

396Post-conviction DNA exonerations emerged as

397a principal, and privileged, source of data about

398miscarriages of justice. A series of analyses of the

399post-conviction DNA exonerations were

400performed which treated the development of

401forensic DNA profiling as a sort of natural exper-

402iment that offered a window into flaws in the

403justice system. Each subsequent analysis treated

404a larger number of exoneration cases and was

405increasingly detailed (Connors et al. 1996;

406Scheck et al. 2000; Saks and Koehler 2005;

407Garrett 2008, 2011; Garrett and Neufeld 2009).

408These analyses were primarily concerned with

409identifying the major causes of wrongful convic-

410tions and roughly weighing their relative contri-

411butions. Among the most prominent causes

412identified were eyewitness identification, false

413confessions, perjury, police and prosecutorial

414misconduct, and ineffective counsel. Analyses

415of the post-conviction DNA exonerations, how-

416ever, also revealed a paradox. Forensic science

417was not merely the engine for exposing miscar-

418riages of justice: analyses of post-conviction

419DNA exonerations revealed that forensic science

420itself was ranked among the most prominent con-

421tributors to miscarriages of justice (Saks and

422Koehler 2005). Seemingly paradoxically, foren-

423sic science was little discussed as a cause of mis-

424carriages of justice until its role was exposed by

425. . . forensic science.
426Some analyses of exonerations have

427attempted to construct rank-ordered lists of con-

428tributory factors. The position of forensic science

429on such lists has varied. Saks and Koehler (2005)

430rated forensic science second only to eyewitness

431identification as a cause of miscarriages of

Forensic Science and Miscarriages of Justice 5 F
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432 justice, whereas Gross et al. (2005) hardly men-

433 tioned forensic science at all. A larger study by

434 Gross and Shaffer (2012), however, lists forensic

435 science fourth among the five leading causes of

436 exposed wrongful convictions. Such measure-

437 ments must be regarded as crude at best, and

438 they have been challenged by defenders of foren-

439 sic science (Collins and Jarvis 2009). Among the

440 methodological problems that beset drawing

441 inferences from post-conviction DNA exonera-

442 tion data are: How should categories of causes be

443 constructed? Should causes be coded for cases

444 whenever present or only when contributing to

445 the miscarriage of justice. If the latter, howwould

446 that be determined? How can we quantify the

447 relative contribution of multiple causes to any

448 individual miscarriage of justice when we do

449 not know how much different items of evidence

450 contributed toward the jury’s verdict? Finally, as

451 noted above, post-conviction DNA exonerations

452 are a manifestly unrepresentative data set. They

453 can tell us something about the causes of the

454 subset of miscarriages of justice susceptible to

455 exposure through post-conviction DNA testing,

456 but can tell us much less about the entire universe

457 of all miscarriages of justice. While it seems

458 reasonable to use such analyses as rough indica-

459 tors of where in a criminal justice system the

460 principal causes of miscarriages of justice might

461 lie, the common practice of characterizing each

462 cause as a proportion of the total number of

463 exonerations risks media reporting that may fuel

464 popular misconceptions. For example, the

465 research finding that 60 % of miscarriages of

466 justice exposed by post-conviction DNA testing

467 were caused in part by eyewitness identification

468 may be misinterpreted to imply that misidenti-

469 fication by eyewitnesses is responsible for 60 %

470 of all miscarriages of justice; or even – far

471 worse – that 60 % of eyewitness identifications

472 result in miscarriages of justice.

473 Bearing these caveats in mind, analysis of

474 post-conviction DNA exonerations clearly

475 shows that forensic science contributed to

476 exposed miscarriages of justice in two primary

477 ways. First, serological evidence which ought to

478 have been interpreted as either excluding the

479 defendant or as having nothing useful to

480contribute to the fact finder’s perception of the

481defendant’s guilt was instead presented to the fact

482finder as inculpatory. This occurred in 67 of the

483first 250 post-conviction DNA exoneration cases.

484Second, microscopic hair comparison evidence

485that ought, if used at all, to have been conveyed

486to the fact finder only as failing to exclude the

487defendant, or perhaps as including the defendant

488among a very large population that could have

489contributed the hair, was instead presented to the

490fact finder as highly incriminating. This occurred

491in 29 cases. In Canada, meanwhile, the 1998

492Kaufman Commission report discussed the role

493of microscopic hair comparison in contributing to

494the wrongful conviction of Guy Paul Morin for

495murder, a miscarriage of justice that was only

496exposed through post-conviction DNA testing

497(Kaufman Commission 1998; Roach 2009).

498Among other things, the report emphasized over-

499statement of the probative value of scientific

500findings and failure to disclose possible sources

501of contamination.

502To be sure, these were not the only ways in

503which forensic science contributed to miscar-

504riages of justice exposed through post-conviction

505DNA testing. Bitemark evidence, fingerprint evi-

506dence, shoe print comparison, voice analysis, and

507even DNA profiling all contributed to some mis-

508carriages of justice. However, the frequency of

509such cases was small compared to those involv-

510ing serology or hair comparisons (Garrett 2011).

511Some have suggested that post-conviction

512DNA exoneration data point only to the failings

513of specific forensic techniques (serology and hair

514comparison), rather than to a problem with the

515larger institution of “forensic science” (Collins

516and Jarvis 2009). However, transcript analysis

517reveals that the issue was not merely these tech-

518niques’ lack of discriminating power, but also

519repeated exaggeration of the probative value of

520the evidence by forensic expert witnesses

521(Garrett 2011). This suggests a general tendency

522among forensic scientists to exaggerate the pro-

523bative value of evidence and a general failure of

524courts to control it. But to what extent is it valid to

525extrapolate from documented problems with

526serology and hair comparison to “forensic

527science” in general?

F 6 Forensic Science and Miscarriages of Justice
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528 While serology is relatively undiscriminating

529 and hair comparison may be a forensic technique

530 with limited accuracy, at least part of the expla-

531 nation for the prevalence of serology and hair

532 cases in the post-conviction DNA exoneration

533 data has to do with the skewed nature of the

534 data set (Gross 2008; Schiffer 2009). Only

535 a small subset of all miscarriages of justice is

536 eligible to be exposed through post-conviction

537 DNA testing. These are typically cases deriving

538 from a specific historical period, in which

539 preconviction DNA profiling was not performed,

540 but biological evidence was preserved; in which

541 biological evidence is recovered; and in which

542 charges are serious enough for convicts and attor-

543 neys to make strenuous efforts to obtain post-

544 conviction DNA testing. These cases will be

545 skewed toward sexual assaults and rape-murder

546 cases and away from crimes with lesser penalties

547 (Risinger 2007; Gross 2008; Natapoff 2012).

548 Such cases are quite likely to have relied upon

549 serology – and to a lesser extent hair comparison –

550 at the time of the original conviction. We may

551 thus expect post-conviction DNA testing to be

552 better at exposing miscarriages of justice associ-

553 ated with serology or hair comparison than mis-

554 carriages of justice precipitated by, say,

555 fingerprint identification. Even further at the

556 extreme, consider, for example, arson and medi-

557 cal evidence of unexpected infant death which

558 are now suspected of being major contributors

559 to miscarriages of justice (Science and Technol-

560 ogy Committee 2005; Findley 2011; Plummer

561 and Syed 2012).Miscarriages of justice involving

562 these forms of medical and scientific evidence are

563 rarely, if ever, susceptible to post-conviction

564 DNA testing. Indeed, in most cases they are not

565 susceptible to dispositive exonerating evidence in

566 any form, in part because the material issue is not

567 the identity of the perpetrator but whether a crime

568 was committed at all (the alternative hypothesis

569 being that the death was accidental) (Naughton

570 2007; Findley 2011). Usually, the best the convict

571 can hope for is a finding that the court relied upon

572 scientific evidence that is now in doubt and that

573 the conviction, therefore, should be quashed.

574 Some commentators argue that the post-

575 conviction DNA exonerations offer a window

576into more systemic flaws within forensic science

577as an enterprise (Thompson 2008; Garrett 2011).

578These flaws include biased interpretation of evi-

579dence; poor regulation of forensic laboratories

580(Giannelli 2007); vague, nonstandardized, and

581misleading reporting of scientific conclusions;

582and failure to validate forensic techniques. Over-

583laid upon these problems is the courts’ extremely

584permissive stance in admitting forensic science

585evidence at trial, despite these documented prob-

586lems (National Research Council 2009; Garrett

5872011).

588The exposed cases run the gamut from alleged

589forensic vigilantism to what appears to have been

590“honest error” (Schiffer 2009). These are obvi-

591ously quite different problems which invite dif-

592ferent remedies. Vigilantism suggests a sort of

593generic personnel problem that could affect any

594industry, whereas “honest errors” seems to indi-

595cate flaws in forensic procedures themselves.

596Assigning exposed miscarriages of justice to spe-

597cific causes, however, is problematic. Often, it is

598difficult to determine through post hoc analysis

599whether a forensic analysis that contributed to

600a miscarriage of justice derived from malicious

601intent or honestly held belief.While thorough and

602transparent documentation of the reasoning

603behind a forensic conclusion may permit answer-

604ing this question, many forensic techniques his-

605torically have required only the kind of

606rudimentary documentation of conclusions that

607would be of little help in determining the cause

608of an error. In addition, once a miscarriage of

609justice has been exposed, the forensic analysts

610involved will usually have retained their own

611lawyers and have little incentive to speak can-

612didly with auditors.

613In sum, while post-conviction DNA exonera-

614tion data may be helpful in drawing attention to

615systemic problems in forensic science and the

616courts’ treatment of it, the two key issues,

617concerning (1) the prevalence of forensic mis-

618carriages of justice and (2) the relative magnitude

619of forensic science as a contributing factor,

620remain matters of speculation and – sometimes

621heated – debate.
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622 Broader Policy Impact

623 Despite these methodological limitations, ana-

624 lyses of exposed miscarriages of justice have

625 exerted considerable influence on US public pol-

626 icy, notably in relation to the death penalty. Abo-

627 litionists have cited miscarriages of justice

628 exposed – often fortuitously – through post-

629 conviction DNA testing as clear evidence that

630 the risk of executing an innocent person in the

631 American capital punishment system was too

632 great. One federal court even adopted this view

633 before it was overturned by a higher court (United

634 States v. Quinones 2002). Post-conviction DNA

635 exoneration provided an appealing rhetoric in

636 which “science” was seen exposing the

637 unreliability of American capital punishment.

638 However, this rhetoric proved to be a double-

639 edged sword in that some politicians adopted

640 the view that convictions that rested upon foren-

641 sic science might be viewed as “certain,” and thus

642 impervious to the risk of being labeled miscar-

643 riages of justice. Forensic science, then, might

644 render capital punishment certain and safe

645 (Aronson and Cole 2009). Such claims obviously

646 belie the understanding of forensic science as

647 a detection system that should be expected to

648 produce a certain number of errors, as

649 a statistical truism (see Fig. 1).

650 Another area in which these analyses have had

651 an impact is on the movement to reform forensic

652 science itself. Although it may be argued that

653 there are plenty of good reasons to reform foren-

654 sic science independent of miscarriages of jus-

655 tice – lack of validation of techniques; lack of

656 accreditation, certification, and regulation; lack

657 of basic research; lack of standards; vague

658 reporting practices; insufficient funding; insuffi-

659 cient education and training; insufficient inde-

660 pendence from law enforcement; insufficient

661 ties with mainstream science, and so on – high-

662 profile miscarriages of justice have been impor-

663 tant in supplying tangible causes célèbres and

664 a raison d’être to propel forensic science reform.

665 If it cannot be shown that acknowledged prob-

666 lems in forensic science actually result in mis-

667 carriages of justice, policymakers may wonder

668 why forensic reform is necessary when

669apparently just results continue to be achieved

670despite acknowledged weaknesses. Such claims

671are sensitive to what might be called the “base

672rate of guilt” – if the police present forensic

673analysts with an extremely high proportion of

674factually guilty suspects, even very poor forensic

675analyses may yield very high rates of factual

676accuracy. Nevertheless, it seems that it is difficult

677to generate public and political momentum to

678improve forensic science as an end in itself, so

679that miscarriages of justice are invariably

680invoked in official reports urging reform of the

681forensic sciences. In this essentially presenta-

682tional and rhetorical sense, recent miscarriages

683of justice have played an important role in giving

684forensic science reform more traction than it has

685been able to secure in the past (e.g., Kaufman

686Commission 1998; Science and Technology

687Committee 2005; National Research Council

6882009).

689Other Sources of Data about Forensic
690Science and Miscarriages of Justice

691In view of the well-known methodological limi-

692tations of relying on post-conviction DNA exon-

693erations as a measure of miscarriages of justice,

694an alternative approach attempts to preempt

695objections regarding representativeness by study-

696ing all relevant cases in which particular forensic

697techniques have been utilized (Cooley 2004;

698Giannelli 2007). Yet this alternative research

699methodology still suffers from the principal prob-

700lem afflicting all miscarriages of justice research:

701the fortuity of exposure of miscarriages of justice.

702It is clearly statistically inadequate to estimate the

703rate at which a particular technique produces mis-

704carriages of justice simply by treating exposed

705errors attributable to that technique as the numer-

706ator and all cases in which it figured as the

707denominator of a fraction (Gross et al. 2005;

708Naughton 2007; Gross 2008).

709Another approach is to try to use experimental

710psychology to model the processes and “human

711factors” which might cause forensic science to

712contribute to a miscarriage of justice. There have

713been several studies of contextual bias in forensic
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714 science, developing the argument that biased sci-

715 entific evaluations or expert opinions may be

716 responsible for some miscarriages of justice

717 (e.g., Schiffer 2009). Schiffer (2009) endeavored

718 to study the relationship between forensic science

719 andmiscarriages of justice by interviewing foren-

720 sic laboratory managers. Contradicting much

721 received wisdom on what causes forensic science

722 to go awry, Schiffer’s interviewees suggested that

723 the locus of error might be the crime scene as

724 much as the crime laboratory. They also

725 maintained that more coordination between

726 forensic scientists and law enforcement might

727 reduce forensic errors. This finding is in tension

728 with the contextual bias literature, which tends to

729 imply that forensic scientists should be shielded

730 from “distorting” contextual information about

731 the case provided by investigators and

732 prosecutors.

733 Conclusion

734 The relationship between forensic science and

735 miscarriages of justice has received greater atten-

736 tion over the last two decades, but that relation-

737 ship remains complex. Forensic science,

738 primarily in the form of post-conviction DNA

739 profiling, has emerged as among the most pow-

740 erful and persuasive exposers of miscarriages of

741 justice. However, in the very process of exposing

742 miscarriages of justice, post-conviction DNA

743 profiling has implicated forensic science –

744 including DNA profiling – as a contributor to

745 acknowledged cases of wrongful conviction.

746 Increasing awareness of miscarriages of justice

747 has lent impetus to the growing clamor advocat-

748 ing reform of forensic science.

749 Generating empirical knowledge about the

750 role of forensic science in miscarriages of justice

751 poses methodological difficulties that render it

752 difficult to draw firm conclusions. The evidence

753 amassed thus far, however, does indicate that two

754 particular forensic sciences, serology and micro-

755 scopic hair comparison, played a major contrib-

756 utory role in generating that restricted and

757 unrepresentative set of miscarriages of justice

758 that were susceptible to exposure through

759post-conviction DNA testing. The extent to

760which it is safe to extrapolate that finding to

761those unexposed miscarriages of justice that

762may have occurred in other cases or to other

763forensic science disciplines remain matters of

764ongoing debate.
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